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THE EMBEDDING OF HOMEOMORPHISMS OF THE
PLANE IN CONTINUOUS FLOWS

GARY D. JONES

A study of fundamental regions of the plane under an
orientation preserving, fixed point free, self-homeomorphism
of the plane is made under the conditions that there are
finitely many fundamental regions Ri under /, if x e Ri —
Int Ri, then xeCc Ri — IntRi where C is a proper flowline,
and if xt and x2 are in Inti^, then Xι ~ x2 mod Int Ri. The
topological structure of the fundamental regions is determined.
Using these results, it is shown that in certain cases the
embedding problem can be reduced to a problem of extending
a continuous flow defined on an open set to the closure of
the set.

In the last section, sufficient conditions for self-homeomor-
phisms of the plane and the closed unit disc with one fixed
point to be embedded in continuous flows are given.

Let X be a topological space and let G denote a topological group.
The ordered triple (X, G, π) is a dynamical system if (1) π: X x G —•> X
is continuous, (2) π(π(x, g^), g2) = π(x, g1 + g2), and (3) π(x9 e) = x for
every xe X. If G is the additive group of real numbers, then (X,
G, π) is called a continuous flow. If G is the additive group of integers,
then (X, G, π) is a discrete flow.

This paper is concerned with the following problem. If G is a
given topological group and (X, G*, TΓ*) is a given dynamical system,
where G* is a subgroup of G with the relative topology, then find a
dynamical system (Y, G, π) such that (1) π(y, g*) for g*eG* is
invariant on a subset Z of Y, (2) Z is homeomorphic to X, and (3)
π on Z x G* is topologically equivalent to π* on X x G*, i.e. there
is a homeomorphism h:X-+Z such that h~ι(π(h(x), g*)) = π*(x, g*).
If G is the additive group of real numbers and G* is the additive
group of integers, then the problem is that of embedding a self-
homeomorphism in a continous flow.

If the space X is allowed to be enlarged in order to accommodate
7Γ, the problem is referred to as the unrestricted problem. If X =
Y—Z the problem is referred to as the restricted problem [5].

If G is the additive group of real numbers and G* is the integers,
then the unrestricted problem is easily solved [5], [7], [8] for any
topological space X and any self-homeomorphism.

The restricted problem is only partially solved. Fine and Schweigert

[2] and Fort [6] proved that a self-homeomorphism T of an interval

can be embedded in a continuous flow if and only if it is order pre-
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serving. Utz [11] gave a constructive proof of this theorem.
Poland and Utz [5] solved the restricted problem where T is an

orientation preserving self-homeomorhism of a circle. Foland [3] has
shown that if T is an almost periodic, orientation preserving self-
homeomorphism of a closed 2-cell, then T can be embedded in a
continuous flow on the 2-cell. Moreover, if T is almost periodic but
not periodic, then the embedding is unique.

Andrea [1] has given sufficient conditions for a fixed point free
self-homeomorphism of the Euclidean plane to be embedded in a con-
tinuous flow.

2* Fundamental regions of the plane* In this section numerous
properties of fundamental regions of the plane will be given, and using
these properties it will be possible to give a description of the plane
when it consists of n fundamental regions.

In this section / will be a self-homeomorphism of the plane which
is orientation preserving and which has no fixed points.

DEFINITION 1. [1]. If p and q are points in the plane, then p ~ q
if p and q are endpoints of some curve segment C (the homeomorph
of the closed unit interval) for which fn(C) —• °° as n —> ± °°.

THEOREM 1. [1] The relation ~ is an equivalence relation.

DEFINITION 2. [1] The fundamental regions of the plane under
/ are the equivalence classes of the equivalence relation ~ .

DEFINITION 3. If A is a subset of the plane, then x ~ y mod A
if x and y are endpoints of some curve segment CaA such that for
every compact set K in the plane there is a natural number N such
that fn(C) Γ\K= φ when \n\ > N.

DEFINITION 4. [1]. A proper flowline for / is a subset F of the
plane such that

(a) f(F) = F,
(b) F is a one-to-one continuous image of the real line, and
(c) F\J {oo} is a Jordan curve on the sphere R2 (J {°°}.
The following three conditions will be assumed in this section and

in §3.
(1) There exists exactly n fundamental regions Ri under / .
(2) If x e Ri — Int Ri9 then x e CczRi — Int Rι where C is a proper

flowline.
(3) If xl9 x2 6 Int Ri9 then x1 ~ x2 mod Int R^
We will let R or R with a subscript denote fundamental regions of
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the plane under / .
It follows from the following remark that each fundamental region

is /-invariant.

REMARK 1. [1]. Suppose that {E^ is a finite collection of disjoint
arc wise connected sets. If each f{E^ = Ej9 then /(£?<) = Ei for every i.

REMARK 2.

(a) R is arcwise connected,
(b) R is unbounded, and
(c) if C is a simple closed curve contained in R, then Int (C) c R.

Proof, (a) and (b) follow directly from the definitions. Suppose
that (c) does not hold. Then there is α elnt C such that xgR.
Suppose xeS where S is a fundamental region under / . Since fn(x) —>
oo, as n —> oo, fn(χ) g C U Int C for some n. But /π(#) e S and S is arc
wise connected. Therefore, there is an arc L joining x and fn(x)
where La S. But that is not possible since L Π C Φ φ.

REMARK 3. If there exists x e Ri—Int Ri9 then xeC, where C is
defined by (2), and C divides the plane into two open half planes Hλ

and H2 such that
(a) x19 x2 e Int Ri implies xt and x2 are in the same half plane,
(b) if IntRiΦ φ and if xeC, then there is a neighborhood Uof

x such that U Π Ht c Int R{ where IntJ^cHi, and (c) if I n t i ^ = φ,
then Ri = C.

Proof, (a) Let a?! and a?2 G Int R{. Let ^ e i?! and x2 e H2. By
(3), there is an arc A joining x1 and x2 such that A c Int J2{. Therefore,
A Π C =£ 0, which is impossible since GaRi — Int i^.

(b) Let xeC. Let a?!eIntR {. Then there is a curve LaRi such
that α?! and 2/ are endpoints of L, where /̂ e C, and L ί l C = {̂ /}. Since
f(C) = C and / is fixed point free, there are integers m and n such
that fn(y) and /w(?/) are separated on C by x.

If /"(L) Π /m(I/) Φ Φ, let Lx be the smallest closed subsegment of
fn(L) that contains fn(y) such that L, Π /m(I/) ^ φ. Let L2 be the
smallest closed subsegment of fm{L) that contains f'm(y) such that
L2Γ\LXΦ φ. If d is the closed subsegment of C from fm(y) to /%(^/),
then Cx U I/i U £ 2 forms a simple closed curve. Let ε = min {d(x, LJ,
d(x, L2)}. Then if S = {2;: ̂ (2, α?) <s},SΠ fli is contained in the simple
closed curve d u A U I/2> which, by Remark 2, is contained in RiΛ

There is an arc ULCInt^ such that f*(x^ and fn(Xι) are its
endpoints. If fn(L) Π /m(I/) = ̂ , let Lx be the smallest closed subseg-
ment of fn(L) containing fn(y) such that Lx Π K — {̂ J. Let L2 be the
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smallest closed subsegment of fm(L) containing fm{y) such that L2 Π
K = {z2}. Let Kγ be the subsegment of K such that zι and z2 are its
endpoints. Now CΊ U iζ. U I Ί U £ 2 is a simple closed curve. Let S —
{u: d(x, u) < ε} where ε = min {d(x, Kx), d(x, L,), d{x, L2)}. Then S n f l i
is contained in the simple closed curve C1 U Lx U L2 (J i^i which is con-
tained in Ri.

(c) If a? e Ri9 then by (2) there is a proper flowline C such that
xeC. If ye R{/ — C then there is a proper flowline C such that 2/€ C.

If C Π C Φ φy let Lf be the closed half line from y containing
f(y) and Lr the closed half line from y containing f~~ι{y). Let Gλ and
C2 be the smallest closed subsegments of Lr and Li respectively such
that Ci Π C — {Xi} for i = 1, 2. Such segments do exist because C ΓΊ
C Φ φ, y&C, and the properties of / . Thus the segment from x1 to
x2 on C, Cι and C2 form a simple closed curve and every point in its
interior must be in Ri9 which is not possible.

If C Π C" = φ, we can join C to C by a segment A c i?* such that
4 ί l C = {βj and A ΓΊ C = {x2}. Let C< be the closed subsegments of
C and C" respectively from α̂  to f(Xi) for ί = 1, 2. Let At be the
smallest closed subsegment of /(A) such that A1 Π (A (J C2) ^ ^. Now
CJL, Ai, and (A U C2) from ^ to Ax Π (A U C2) is a simple closed curve
and the result follows.

REMARK 4. If C1 and C2 contained in ϋV are curves defined as in
(2) such that CL Φ C2, then CL Π C2 = φ. Also, if d is a curve defined
as in (2), then i?^ is contained in the closed half plane defined by CΊ
containing Int R{.

Proof. Suppose Ct Φ C2, but d ί l C ^ φ. Suppose yeCί — C2.
Let A be a closed subsegment of CΊ containing y such that x1 and ^2

are endpoints of A, ^ and x2 6 Cx Π C2/ and (A — {̂ x, x2}) f] C2 = φ
for i = 1, 2. Now A together with the subsegment of C2 from ^
to x2 forms a simple closed curve K. Let « 6 the interior of K. Now
fn{z) -^00 as ^ -* 00, thus fn(z) e the interior of fn(K) but fn(z) $
interior K for some integer n. Now ^ and fn{z) e Int J?̂  by Remark
2, but £ and fn{z) can not be connected by an arc in Int R{ which is
contrary to (3).

Suppose there is xeRi but in the opposite open half plane, deter-
mined by Cif from Int R{. Then by the above paragraph and (2),
there is a proper flowline C2 such that xeC2 and CΊ Π C2 = φ. Now
the proof of Remark 3c can be applied to show that there must be a
point in the same half plane as x which is in Int R{, which is not
possible.

THEOREM 2. [I]. The self-homeomorphism f is equivalent to a
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translation if and only if it has exactly one fundamental region.

REMARK 5. Let C be a proper flowline of / . Then there is a
homeomor phi sm g such that g\c = f\e and such that g is topologically
equivalent to a translation.

Proof. Since C is a proper flowline of / there is a selfhomeomor-
phism h of the plane where h(C) — L and where L is the ?/-axis.
Define T: P—> P, where P is the plane, by

O, y) - hfh~ι(Q, y), where (0, y)eL

T(x, y) = (x, (hfhrl(0, y))y) where (x, y)ZL

and where {hfhr\Q, y))y denotes the y coordinate of hfhr\Q> y). Then
T is an orientation preserving self-homeomorphism of the plane with
no fixed points and with exactly one fundamental region. Therefore,
g = h~ιTh has this property, g\e = f\c, and g is equivalent to a transla-
tion by Theorem 2.

REMARK 6. If R — Int R contains two distinct proper flow lines C1

and C2, then R is the closed strip bounded by CΊ and C2.

Proof. By Remark 3, if d and C2 are distinct proper flow lines
in iMnt i£, then Int Rφ φ. Let H] and £Γ/ be the two closed half
planes defined by C3 . By Remark 4, it can be assumed that R c iJί
Therefore, C2 c HI — CΊ. Let HI be the half plane containing Hi.
Then, # c HI and therefore RczH^Π H*. Let α;3 e ί β Π iϊi2 - (Cx U Q .
Let B be a closed segment joining Cί and C2 such that xz e B, B Π Cλ —
{?/}, and 5 f l C 2 = {2}. Since y ~ z, there is an arc A e ί ί joining y
and 2 such that fn(A) —> 00 as n—• ± 00. Let AL be a closed subseg-
ment of A such that Aι Π d = {̂ /J and At n C2 = {̂ }. There is an
integer N > 0 such that iί n > N, fn{y^) and f~n{yd are separated on
CΊ by ?/, and /w(^) and f~n{z^ are separated on C2 by 2. Since /w(Ai) -*
00 as ^ —> ± co, there is an M > N such that fM(Ax), f~M(A^), and the
closed subsegments of CΊ and C2 from fM{y^) to f~~M(y1) and /^fo) to
f~M{z^) respectively form a simple closed curve which contains xs in
its interior. But that implies x3 e Int R.

REMARK 7. If x e (Ri — Int Ri) Π ί!^ then there is an arc A joining
a point of Rk to x, where A — {x} c i^ . Further, if a e C , where C
is defined as in (2), then for every weC, there is a neighborhood U
of w such that U C) (EΓ — C) a Rk, where i f is the closed half plane
defined by C which contains Rk.
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Proof. Let xeCif where d is defined by (2). Let the closed
half planes defined by d be H- and 22?. Suppose Rk c 22?. By Remark
6, there are at most 2n distinct curves Cj defined as in (2). Let a =
mincycitff-Ci) {dix, Cj)}. Consider the open disc S with center at x
and radius a/2. Since xeRk, there exists yeEkΠS. Suppose z e
SO (Hi — d), where z$Rk. Since (11,22,) Π S = S, there exists 20e
SΠ(Hi — C4) where zQeRko — I n t 2 2 v But then there would exist a
curve Cfc0 defined by (2), where Cko Π S Π (22? — C<) ̂  Φ, which is not
possible. The proof of the last part is similar to the proof of Remark 3b

REMARK 8. If C is an arcwise connected component of R — Int R,
then C is a proper flow line contained in exactly one fundamental region.

Proof. Let xeC. Then x e (Rd - Int Rά) Π Rk for some funda-
mental regions R3- and Rk. If Int Rj Φ φ, by Remarks 3 and 7, there is
a neighborhood U of x such that UaRj U #*• Thus, 22 is 2ϋy or Rk.
Let α^eCi, where d is given by (2). Remarks 3 and 7 imply d c C .
If w e C — CΊ, there must be an arc in R — Int 22 from w to Cί9 which
is not possible by Remarks 3 and 7. If Int Rj = φ and if Rj = 22 the
result follows from Remark 3. Otherwise if x e C, then x e R3 Π R.
Now applying Remark 7, it follows that d = C.

THEOREM 3. [1] The plane under f can not have exactly two
fundamental regions.

The notation #(22) will be used to represent the number of arcwise
connected components of R — Int 22.

REMARK 9. If #(22) = 1, then 22 is a proper flow line or a closed
half plane.

Proof. If Int R = φ, then 22 is a proper line by Remark 2. If
Int 22 Φ φ, then by Remarks 3, 7 and 8, 22 is an open half plane or a
closed half plane.

Suppose 22 is not closed. Then R — Int 22 c 222. Thus, there exists
xe (R2 — Int222) Π R. Let xeC, where C is defined as in (2). Let
HI and Hi be the closed half planes defined by C. By Remark 2,
it can be assumed that RaHϊ, and then, by Remarks 3 and 4222c
Hi. Using Remark 5, define g such that g\c — f\c. Define F: P—•
P, where P is the plane, by

(fix) itxeHl
{X) \g(x) ifxeHf.

Then F is an orientation preserving self-homeomorphism of the plane
with no fixed points, and the plane under F has exactly one funda-
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mental region, since, by Theorem 3, it can not have two fundamental
regions. Let A be any arc joining yeR to x, where Ad HI. Then
fn(A) = Fn{A) —> co as n —• ± ^ . Therefore, x e R, and it follows that
R is closed.

REMARK 10. If #(iϋ) = 2, then R is either an open strip or a
closed strip.

Proof. Let d and d be the two arcwise connected components
of R — Int R. It follows that the interior of the strip bounded by
d and d is contained in R, and that R is contained in the closed
strip bounded by d and d

Suppose xι e R — Int R. Then xx e d or xx e C2. Suppose x1 e d
By Remark 8, d c R.

Using Remark 5, define ^ where gζ agrees with / on Ci9 i — 1, 2.
Define F: P —> P, where P is the plane, by

'gx{x) if x e closed half plane defined by d not con-

taining Int R

F(x) = i/(α;) if a; 6 closed strip bounded by d and d

(̂ ) if ^ G closed half plane defined by d not con-

taining Int R.

Then ί7 is an orientation preserving self-homeomorphism of the plane,
and the plane has at most two fundamental regions under F. There-
fore, by Theorem 3, it has exactly one. It now follows that C2CLR.

REMARK 11. If #(i2) ^ 3, then either R is open or else R contains
just one of the components of R — Int R.

Proof. If R contains at least two of the components of R — Int JS,
then by Remark 6, #(j?) = 2.

Consider the homeomorphism defined in Figure 1. Each point x
lies on a curve. Let f(x) be in the direction of the arrow along the
curve one unit. The homeomorphism / satisfies (1), (2), and (3), and
#(i24) = 3 but R4 is not open.

REMARK 12. If Rt and R2 are not separated and R2 and Rz are
not separated, then Rι and R3 are separated by R2.

Proof. Since Rt and R2 are not separated, either there exists x2 e
(R2 - Int R2) Π jRi, or there exists x2 e (R, — Int Rx) Π R2.

Case I. Suppose x2 e (R2 — Int R2) Π R^ Let α;2 e d> where d is
defined by (2). Let H2

ι and H2 be the closed half planes defined by
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FIGURE 1

C2. Suppose for definiteness that R1 c H2 — C2 and then by Remark
3, R2aHL By Remark 7, for every weC2, there is a neighborhood
U of w such that Uf] (H2 — C2) c Rγ. Since i?3 and ϋ?2 are not separated,
R3 c iJ2 — C2. Therefore, ^ and Rz are separated by iϋ2.

Case II. The proof is similar to Case I.

THEOREM 4. Suppose Rι and Ri+1 are not separated for i = 1, 2,

(a) Rι and Rk are separated for k Φ ί — 1, i + 1,
(b) i?i απώ i?π α7"e closed half planes,
(c) i?2/c-i is closed, R2k is open for k — 1, 2,
(d) n is odd.

The proof of this theorem follows easily from the above remarks.

The above remarks can be applied to describe the plane if there
are n fundamental regions.

For example, suppose the plane P = Rι U R2 U -B3. Since P is
connected, suppose Rt and R2 are not separated. Then either Rλ and
JR3 or R2 and R3 are separated. Suppose R2 and R3 are not separated.
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By Remark 12, R1 and R3 are separated by R2. Thus, by Remark 9,
Rt and RB are closed and R{ — Int Ri = Ci9 where C, is a proper flowline,
for i = 1, 3. Therefore, R2 is open.

In the case n = 4, 5, or 6, there are respectively 1, 3, or 4 possible
arrangements of the fundamental regions.

3* Self-homeomorphism of the plane with no fixed points*
In this section it will be shown that in certain cases, the embedding
problem can be reduced to a problem of extending a continuous flow
defined on an open set to the closure of the set. Sufficient conditions
for this extension will be given. Some properties of the homeomorphisms
on the fundamental regions will also be given.

In order to show that an open connected subset B of the plane
is homeomorphic to the plane, it is enough to show that every simple
closed curve in B separates B and at least one of the components has
compact closure in B [12]. Thus, Theorem 5 follows.

THEOREM 5. If Ri and Ri+1 are not separated for £ = 1,2, , k — 1,
then Int (U )=ιRj) is homeomorphic to the plane.

Proof. By the earlier remarks, we can assume that RΣ and Rk

have nonempty interior, for otherwise Rι or Rk cj: Int ((J *=1-Ky). By (3),
Int Rj is connected. Since Ri and Ri+1 are not separated, suppose for
definiteness that there exists x e (Ri — Int R^ Π Ri+1. By Remarks 3
and 7, there is a neighborhood Uof such that UaR^U iϋ; U R ί + ι iίiΦl
or Ri U Ri+i if i = 1- Therefore, x e Int (U )^Rό). Thus, Int (u ?=,#,-)
is connected.

Let B be a simple closed curve such that 5 c Int (UjU ffj) Let
x e Int B. Since f(x) —* co as n —• co, it follows that there is an integer
n such fn(x) έ 2? U Int B. But, since x ~ fn(x), there is an arc A,
where AczRi if xeR{ and where A joins x and fn{x). Therefore, {x}
and 4 Π ΰ are in the same fundamental region. Thus, J 3 ( j l n t l ? c
Int(Uί=]22y). It follows that J3LJlntJ3 is compact in Int (uϊ=ii2y).
Therefore, Int (U )^ιRj) is homeomorphic to the plane.

THEOREM 6. Suppose Ri and Ri+1 are not separated for i — 1, ,
k — 1. Then, there is a homeomorphίsm g: Int (U ϊLiRi) —* P2> where P2

is a plane, and P2 under gfg~ι has at most k fundamental regions.

Proof. The homeomorphism g exists by Theorem 5.

Let x,, x2 e Rά Π Int (U ϊ=Jti). If Rs c Int ((J LJti), then by definition
of Ri, there is a curve segment L c Int (U LiRi) joining xγ and x2 for
which fn(L)-+°° as ±n—>^. Since Int i ^ c l n t (U?=1i2i), if ^, »2e
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Int RJ} then by (3), there is a curve segment L c Int (ΌLiRd for which
fn(L) —> oo as n —> ± oo. lί x.eRj — IntR3, then by (2), a j ^ d c JBy —
Int 7^. By Remarks 3 and 7, d c l n t (Uί=JRi). Let yeRs such that
1/ i d Since xx ~ j/ , there is an arc Lx joining xx and # such that
fn{L^) —> oo as n —• ± oo. By Remark 3, there is a subarc L of 7^
such that L joins a?! to an interior point of R3 and such that L c
Int(uLiJ?i). Therefore, if x19 x2e R3 n Int (ULiT^), then there is a
curve L c Int (U JU-R*) which fn(L) —> oo as n —> ± oo. Let C be any
compact set in P2. Then, g~\C) is a compact set in P1# Thus, there
is a natural number JV such that if | n \ > N, then fn(L) Π g"\C) = φ.
Now, g(L) is a curve segment joining g(x1) and βr(α?2) in plane P2. Since
f*(L)ng-1(C) = φ9gf*g-1g(L)nC=φ. Therefore, g(x,) and ^fe) are
in the same fundamental region.

COROLLARY. If k — 2, ί/̂ β^ P 2 /̂ αs exactly one fundamental region
under gfg~\

The following two embedding theorems can be considered as a
continuation of the work started by Andrea [1].

THEOREM 7. If the plane under f has exactly one fundamental
region and if C is a proper flowline, then f can be embedded in a
continuous flow Π, such that Π(C, R) = C.

Proof. The homeomorphism / is topologically equivalent to a
translation. Hence, there is a curve K such that K separates the
plane, fn(K) Π fm{K) = φ for n Φ m, if z is a point of the plane fn(z) is
in the strip bounded by K and f{K) for some unique integer n, and
K Π C = {x0}. The plane, Pιf is homeomorphic to another plane P 2

under a homeomorphism h such that h(K) and {hf)K are parallel straight
lines and h(C) from λ(#0) to (hf)x0 is a straight line. Now if x e K
and if 0 ^ t < 1 define

where /*,(?/) = (1 — t) h(x) + £(/&/) x. It xe K and £ is any real number,
define

Π2(x, t) = ΠΠ.ix, s)) ,

where n + s — t, n is an integer, and 0 ^ s < 1. If x is in the interior
of the strip bounded by K and f{K) or if x e iΓ, and if ^ is any real
number, define

Πs(x, Q - 77,(1/, *2 + ίi)

where A(a?) = (1 — t2)(hf)y + £2/&(i/) and ?/ e ίΓ. If α; G Px and ί is any
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real number, define

Π(x, t) = Π,{f~m(x\ t + m) ,

where f~m(x) is in the strip bounded by K and f(K). It follows that
77 is a continuous flow and that Π(x, n) = fn(x) for every x e Px and
every integer n.

THEOREM 8. Suppose Rt and R{ are not separated for i = 2, ,

(a) Rt is open
(b) /|i21 can be embedded in a continuous flow, and
(c) if flu! can be embedded in a continuous flow Π19 then f can be

embedded in a continuous flow 77, where Π(x, r) = Π^x, r) if (x> r) e Rι

X Reals.
(d) // f\Rl can be embedded in a continuous flow Π19 such that

Πί restricted to Rx x [0, 1] is uniformly continuous, then f can be
embedded in a continuous flow 77.

Proof, (a) By Remark 12, Rό and Rk are separated for j Φ k and
j , kΦl. Thus by Remark 9, R5 is closed for j Φ 1. Thus, Rx —
Plane — (U *=2i2i) is open.

(b) By Theorem 5, there is a homeomorphism g: Rt —* P 2 where
P 2 is a plane. By Theorem 6, P 2 has exactly one fundamental region
under gfg~ι. Thus, gfg~ι is topologically a translation and thus can
be embedded in a continuous flow. Therefore f\Rl can be embedded
in a continuous flow.

(c) If x e (R2 — Int R2) Π Rx then x e C2 c R2 — Int Rz, where C2 is
a proper flowline. By Remarks 3 and 7, C 2 c Int (RL (J i?2) It follows
that Int {Rt U R2) = JRI U i22> and from the proof of Remark 9 that
JK2 — Int R2 = C2. From Theorem 5, J?i U i?2 and plane P 2 are homeo-
morphic, under a homeomorphism #. By the corollary to Theorem 6,
P 2 has exactly one fundamental region under gfg~ι. Therefore, gfg~x

can be embedded in a continuous flow σ such that σ(g(C), R) = g(C),
by Theorem 7. It also can be shown that we can choose σ such that
Π£x, r) = g~ι(σ(g(z), r) for g{z) = a? e C. Now define 77̂ : (7?! U i?2) x
R->(R1{JR2) by

/7ί(«, r) = 9^{o{g{z), r)) .

Then Π[ is a continuous flow and Π[(z, n) = fn(z), where ze Rt\J R2.
Define 772: (72, U R2) x 7? — (7^ U J?2) by

;(z, r) i f^€i22
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Then 772 is a continuous flow on Rt (J R* since Π2 and Πι agree on C2.
In the same way, define 77\: (R.ΌRi) x 72-—(i^ U #*) for i = 2, 3, •••,
n. Define 77: Px x R-+P, by

77 (z, r) = 77<(s, r) if z e R{ for i = 1, 2, , ^ .

The fact that 77 is a continuous flow follows from the fact that R{

and jβy are closed and separated for i-Φ j ; i, j Φ 1.
(d) It is enough to show that /1 ^ can be embedded in a continuous

flow. Define 77: R, x Reals -> 7^ by

where #w —• α; as w —»-oo, a?Λ e !?„ and r = k + s, where k is an integer
and 0 ^ s < 1.

Let (a?, r) and ε > 0 be given. Then r — k + s, where k is an
integer and 0 ^ s < 1. Let £% —»# as w ~> <*>, where xn e R^ By the
uniform continuity of Π, on Rι x [0, 1], there is a δ > 0 such that if
d(xn9 xm) < δ, then d{Πy(xn, s), Π^x*, s)) < ε. Since xn —* a?, there is a
natural number N such that if %, m > iV, then d(ajΛ, xm) < d. Therefore,

^fΠάXn, s)) = /fc(lim^c« 77^^, s)) exists.
Suppose a?w —• a? and xm —* a?, where #Λ, xm € i?! for every n, m. Let

%_oo /7!(a?n, s) = ^4, and lim^c» 77Ί(^m, s) = J5. By the uniform continuity
of 77i on R, x [0, 1], there is a δ > 0 such that if d{y, y) < δ then
d{Πγ(y, s), Π^y, s)) < ε/3. Since xn -• a? and ^m —• a; as w, m —* oo, there
is a natural number N such that if tt, m > iSΓ, then d(a?w x) < δ/2 and
d(ίcw, x) < δ/2. Therefore eί(a?w, xm) ^ (Z(a?Λ, a?) + d(xm, x) < δ if ^, m >
iV. Thus, d(A, B) ^ d(A, Π,(xw s)) + ^ ( 7 7 ^ β), Πt(xm, s) + ώ(77(^w, s),
B) < ε for large m and n. Since r = & + s, where & is an integer
and 0 ^ s < 1, is a unique representation, 77 is well defined.

Since 7 7 ^ , 0) = xn if xn e Rl9 Π{x, 0) = x for all x e R19

Let xn —> a? as ^ —• oo, ^ = fex + s1? r2 = fc2 + 52, and τ1 + r2 = kz +
s3, where ^ are integers and 0 g s{ < 1 for i — 1, 2, 3, and where
a?n e J2le Then, 77(a;, n + r2) = l i m ^ /*s(/71(a?ll, s8) =
s3 + n - s3 + s2) = limw_co fKΠ^Xn, n + r2)) =
s2)) =

Let (a?, g)eR1x [0, 1]. Let s > 0 be given. Choose a neighborhood
N x Uoί (a?, #) in β x x [0, 1] so that if (a?!, &), (a?̂  g2) e (JV x J7) Π (i2i x
[0, 1]) then ώ(771(a;1, ^ ) , T?!^, r̂2)) < ε. By the definition of 77, there
exists a*! e JBX Π N such that d{Πj{xl9 g), Π{x, g)) < ε. Suppose (x, ^) e
N xU. Then there exists #2 e Rι Π iV so that diΠ^, g), Π{x, g)) < ε.
Thus, d(/7(α, flf), Π(x, g)) ^ d(77(x, g), Πt(xlf g)) + (^(77^,, g), Π,{xu g)) +
^(77!^, gf), 7 7 ^ ^) + ^(77!^, g), Π(x, g)) < ε + e + ε = 3ε. Thus 77 is
continuous on β x x [0, 1]. Therefore, by continuity of fn for every
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integer n, Π is continuous on Rx x Reals.
It follows from Theorem 8 and the remarks §2, that if the plane

has either three or four fundamental regions under / , then the em-
bedding problem is reduced to the problem of embedding /1 Rχ in a flow
that can be extended to Rλ.

REMARK 13. If B c Rk is a proper flowline and B separates R5

and Rij i Φ k Φ j, then each closed half plane defined by B contains
at least two fundamental regions other than Rk.

Proof. Use Remark 5 to define a homeomorphism g such that
g(x) = f{χ) if x e B and such that g is topologically equivalent to a
translation. Let H1 be the half plane defined by B that contains Rjy

and let H2 be the half plane defined by B that contains R^ Define
F: P, —• P19 where P1 is the plane, by

!,(*) i f * 6 f f

\f(x) if xeH2 .

Suppose that Ri is the only fundamental region other than Rk that has
a point in H2. Let ze H1 — B, and let xe B. Join z and x by a curve
JdH1. Then Fn{J) = gn(J) —• oo as n-> ± oo. Therefore, the plane has
at most two fundamental regions under Ff and thus it has exactly one.
Now join y e R, to x e B by a curve i f c ί P . Then /%(iΓ) - Fn(K) -> oo
as π—»± oo. Thus, x and 7/ are in the same fundamental region under /.

COROLLARY. If n = 3 or 4, £Aê  B does not separate any two
fundamental regions if neither contains B.

REMARK 14. Suppose there are exactly three fundamental regions
under / , and Ri and Ri+i are not separated for n = 1, 2. If y e R2,
z e Riy and U is any open set such that Rz c U, then for every arc C
connecting y and z, there is an integer N such that fN(C) ΓΊ U Φ φ.

Proof. By Theorem 4, R2 separates Rλ and R3, and i22 is open.
Thus, Int (Rλ U R2) = RiU R2- By Theorem 5, Rλ U i?2 is homeomorphic
to the plane. Suppose g: Rγ\J R2—>P2i where P2 is the plane and g
is a homeomorphism. By Theorem 6, P 2 has exactly one fundamental
region under gfg"1. Suppose that for some y e R2, z e R19 and for some
open set UZDR3, there is an arc C connecting y and z such that fn(C) Π
U = 9 for every integer w Let K be any compact set in P x. Then
(Pi — U) Π if is compact. Since fn(C) f)U = φ for every integer n, it
follows that /*(C) Π (P, - U) Π K = φ implies /W(C) n JSΓ = $5. Now,
gfng~\g{C)) -> oo as w -> ± oo. Since (P, - J7) Π ίΓ = ^ c i?x U R2>
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g(Kj) is compact in P2. Thus, there is a natural number N such that
if \n\>N, then gfn(C) Π g(KJ = 0. But that implies fn(C) Π K, = φ.
Therefore, y and z are in the same fundamental region, which is a
contradiction.

REMARK 15. Suppose C, c B19 where C3- is a proper flowline for
j = 1, 2; iϊ/, k = 1, 2, are the two closed half planes defined by C3 ;
and d c Int Hi and d c Int ίί?. Then fi? Π HI c i2x.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Remark 6.

REMARK 16. Suppose d c R2, where d is a proper flowline for
1 = 1, 2, If d separates J?L and J?3, then C2 separates Rt and JB3.

Proof. Suppose d separates Rι and Rz, but d does not. Let Hi,
k — 1, 2, be the closed half plane defined by d Suppose i?! c HI and
jβ3 c Ht. Since C2 does not separate Rγ and JB3, and since each Rι is
arcwise connected, suppose Rt and i?3 are contained in H\. If C1 Π
C2 = φ, suppose C2cfZί. Then Rz<zH2

ι Π flί. By Remark 15, J?3c
if,1 (Ί Hi2 c i22. If C2 c fl?, then i?x c ff/ Π Hi. By Remark 15, i ^ c flϊ Π
ίZ,1 c i?2. If d Π C2 Φ φ, let 2/ e d Π d Then fn{y) e d Π d for every
integer w. In this case there is a point a? e i^ U R*, where x is in the
region bounded by d ^nd d Since that is not possible, C2 separates
Rι and i?3.

The following Remark easily follows from the above results.

REMARK 17. Suppose Rι and Ri+ι are not separated for i = 1, 2.
Then, there is a homeomorphism #: Int (U UiRi) —* P^ where P2 is a
plane. If P2 has exactly three fundamental regions under gfg"1 if
yeR2Γ\ Int (ULiRi), if zeR, Π Int (U?=iiϊ<), and if C7 is any open set
such that Rs c U, then for every arc B c Int (U Li-BJ connection 2/ and
2 there is an integer N such that fN{B) Γ\UΦ φ.

The above results gives us some information about the possible
behavior of a self-homeomorphism of the plane with n fundamental
regions. Consider, for example, the case where the plane P± = UUiRi,
where Rγ and Ri are not separated for i — 2, 3, 4. By Corollary to
Remark 13, Rx does not contain a proper flowline B such that B
separates R3 and Rk for j Φ k9 jy k Φ 1. By Theorem 5, Int (R1 (J R* U
Rt) — JR1 (j JB2 U i?ί is homeomorphic to the plane for i = 3, 4. By Remark
17, if yeR2 — Int J?2, if U is any neighborhood of y, and if y< is an
open set such that F* ID i?*, then there is an integer N such that
f{U) f]V{*φ.
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4* Self-homeomorphisms of the plane and the closed disc with
one fixed point* In this section sufficient conditions to embed self-
homeomorphisms of the plane and the closed disc will be given.

THEOREM 9. Let f be an orientation preserving self-homeomorphism
of the plane with one fixed point, xQ. Suppose fn(x) —> °° as n —* — °o
and fn(x) —*xQ as n —• oo for x Φ xQ. Then f can be embedded in a
continuous flow.

Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the theorem by
Homma and Kinoshita [10] that says that such a homeomorphism is
topologically equivalent to x' = (l/2)a?, y' = (l/2)y.

We conclude this paper with the following embedding theorem.

THEOREM 10. Let f be an orientation preserving self-homeomor-
phism of the closed unit disc Ώ. Suppose

( 1 ) if xe D, then f±n(x) —*x0 as n —> oo, where x0 e D — Int D
and f(x0) = x0, and

( 2 ) if xu x2e D — {*τ0}, there is an arc Ad D such that A joins
xλ and x2 and f±n(A) —*x0 as n—>oo.

Then f can be embedded in a continuous flow.

Proof. Let L be a straight line tangent to the circle C = D —
Int D at xQ. Let Lx be the ray along L from xQ. The subspace Px —
L1 is homeomorphic to a plane P2. Suppose g is a homeomorphism of
Pί — Lι onto P 2 sending C — {x0} onto the ?/-axis of plane P 2 If α? e Int D,
let Hi be the closed half plane defined by the y-axis of plane P 2

containing #(#). It follows that g~ι(H^) ~ D — {xQ}. Now define F:
P2-+P2 by

F(x, y) = (x, (gfg^(O, y)y) if (x, y)eP2-

^, v) if (», y)^H,.

F is orientation preserving self-homeomorphism of plane P 2 with no
fixed points. If ze P2 — Hlf then clearly z is in the same fundamental
region as the ^/-axis of P2. Let xί9 x2 e Hγ and let K be any compact
set in P2. Since g~ι(K) is a compact set in PL and x0 $ g~~ι{K), it follows
that there is an arc A joining g~~ι(x^ and g~1(x2) such that f±n{A) Π
g~\K) = φ if n > N for some ΛΓ. But that implies jP±n(flr(A)) ΓΊ K =
Φ if n > N. Thus P2 has exactly one fundamental region under î 7,
and consequently can be embedded in a flow Π which leaves the $/-axis
of P 2 invariant by Theorem 7. It follows that Π(Hίf r) = H for every
real number r. Thus, / is restricted to D — {xQ} can be embedded
in a flow σx. Now define σ: D x R ~> D by
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σ(d, r) = σ^d, r) if d e D — {x0}, r e R ,

6r(a?0, r) = #0 if r e β .

σ is a continuous flow if it is continuous at x0. Let Ϊ7 be an open neigh-
borhood of x0 in D. Then D — U is compact in P l β Thus # φ — 17)
is compact in P2 There exists a compact set K c P2 such that if

α> e P2 - if and if 11 - ίo| < 1 then /7(α?, t)eP2~ g(D - Z7). From that
it follows that if xe[g~\P2) - g~\K)](\D and if \r - ro\ < 1, then
σ(x, r) 6 U. Thus, σ is continuous at (x, r0).
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